Support & Structure for GTA
Instructors

DEPARTMENT OF WOMEN, GENDER & SEXUALITY STUDIES

Background
This Curriculum Innovation Program project targets mid-level courses within the Women, Gender
and Sexuality Studies (WGSS) program that are taught by a revolving team of graduate students:
●
●
●

WGSS 327: Perspectives in LGBT Studies
WGSS 331: Sex and Gender in New Media
WGSS 333: The Politics of Physical Appearance

●

●

WGSS 339: Feminism and Social Change
WGSS 355: International Women’s Rights

Offered year-round, enrollment in these courses totals over 400 students per year including majors
and minors in WGSS, as well as students fulfilling the KU Core.
Currently our graduate students work under a faculty instructor for one year and complete a course
in Feminist Pedagogy before teaching one of these listed courses as Instructor of Record. At that
point, they use informal networks between prior instructors to adapt their syllabi, lectures, and
lesson plans.
The aim of this project is to provide a formal system to share resources and support graduate student
instructors in WGSS.

Issues to address
Coherence of undergraduate curriculum
• No consistent resources or accountability for teaching key skills in reading, writing, and research
• Course content stagnated or splintered without a formal system for revision
• No formal scaffolding of undergraduate research skills across the curriculum
Pedagogical training for graduate students
• Novice GTAs and those teaching new assignments needed extra support to reduce prep load
• Experienced GTAs needed clearer expectations for innovation
• Revision process should be collaborative with faculty and guided by departmental goals

Implementation
Building from strengths
• Hosted focus groups with former GTA instructors to
identify strengths and limitations of current system
• Collected favorite teaching tools from faculty and GTA
instructors
Centralizing resources
• Organized shared materials into a shared collaborative
library on Microsoft Teams
• Worked with GTA instructors to build out specific
guidelines and expectations for each course
• Set clear expectations for required content and space for
innovation
Responding to COVID
• Pivot to remote teaching helped consolidate resources as
our in-person courses borrowed extensively from existing
online models
• With limited access to campus office, Teams became the
central site for housing other important documents for
graduate affairs
• Implementation of new standards and expectations slowed
by capacity of instructors during pandemic but will be rolled
out in Fall 2021
Long term vision
• Integrate Teams site into early pedagogical training
• Utilize Teams to keep record of areas for improvement
• Task existing departmental committees to review and update
materials, relieving responsibility from individual GTA
instructors

Student learning
We expect these resources to improve learning at both the
undergraduate and graduate levels and are planning pre- and postintervention assessment accordingly.
Undergraduate

● Survey on whether skills were addressed in course
● Survey on whether skills were familiar by previous course in
WGSS
● Long term impact in improved senior capstone work
Graduate

● Survey on amount of time prepping courses before semester
● Survey on amount of time prepping lessons throughout the

semester
● Long term impact in preparation for course development for
advanced GTAs

Reflections
We started this project imagining that we would impose more structured expectations
across these courses and reign in some unauthorized creativity and innovation in key syllabi.
By collaborating with GTAs to develop these resources, we’ve worked to create structures
that support greater innovation in classrooms by directing fresh perspectives to specific
lessons and providing a method for long-term revisions.
We also realized that many of these resources and culture shifts will be useful by faculty as
well as graduate students in establishing mutual expectations for shared service courses and
in designing clearer expectations for specialty courses. We also hope this structure
provides better support to faculty teaching mentors in focusing their feedback on classroom
skills rather than overseeing course redesign.
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